94-	THE  COPY FOR
manuscripts of Much Ado and Every Man in his
Humour and not of As Ton Like It suggests that while
the stage-popularity of the two first-mentioned was on
the ebb, that of the latter was still at the flood1. This
entry of 1600 is, therefore, a valuable piece of evidence
as to the date of the play's composition; it is indeed the
only evidence of an external kind that we possess.
I. Revition-cfaes
As You Like It then was in existence, and probably
being played to enthusiastic audiences, in the year 1600.
Had it any textual history before or after this date? It
was not printed until 1623, and much might happen to
prompt-copy in twenty-three years at the theatre. Or
to look in the other direction, the popular play of 1600
need not necessarily have been a new play; it may like
Hamlet have been an old one rehandled. One thing at
least is certain: history of a kind lies behind the trans-
mitted text, since it is evident that some of the scenes
now in prose had once been in blank verse. The textual
editor owes the discovery of this fact to Dr A. W. Pollard,
who when making a study of As You Like It some years
ago, came to the conclusion that the prose-lines with
which 5.2. opens had originally been verse, and com-
municated his conclusion in a private letter2. The verse-
fossils are only to be found in the first eighteen lines of
the scene, ten of which, if two small words be omitted,
form a continuous passage which even the most sceptical
or the most conservative of critics must admit to be verse.
Thus 11. 8-18 run:
Consent with both that we [may] enjoy each other:
It shall be to your goodj [for] my father's house
* Cf. Adoy p. 102.
2 Similar evidence for textual revision has already been
noted in Temp. (p. 79), Two Gent. (p. 80), Meas. Q>. 108),
while Prof, A. E. Morgan has made'notable use of it in Some
Problems of Shakespeare's 'Henry IP* (Shak. Assoc*), 1924,

